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Abstract

Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and al, ... , ad'

an algebraic basis of g. Further let Ai denote the generators of left
translations, acting on the Lp-spaces L p(G ; dg) formed with left Haar
measure dg, in the directions ai. We consider second-order operators

d' d'

H = - L Ai Cij A j +L(Ci A + A cD + Co 1
i,j=l i=l

corresponding to a quadratic form with complex coefficients Cij, Ci, c~,

Co E Loo such that the matrix C = (Cij) of principal coefficients satisfies
the subellipticity condition

uniformly over G.
If the principal coefficients (Cij) are right uniformly continuous

then we prove that H generates a strongly continuous holomorphic
semigroup S on L 2 with a kernel J< which satisfies Gaussian bounds

for g, h E G and z in a subsector of the sector of holomorphy. Moreover,
the kernel is Holder continuous and for each v E (0,1) and K > °one
has estimates

IJ<Ak-1g; l-l h) - J<z(g; h)1

< aIzl-D'/2ew 1z l ( Ikl' + Ill' ) ve_b(lgh-ll')2Izl-1

- Izll/2 + Igh-1l'

for g, h, k, lEG and z in the subsector with Ikl' + Ill' ::; K Iz11/2 +
2-1Igh-1I'. These results are established by a blend of elliptic tech
niques in which De Giorgi estimates and Morrey-Campanato spaces
play an important role.

If G is one-dimensional stronger results are obtained; Holder con
tinuity is valid for all v E (0,1] and no continuity of the coefficients
(Cij) is required.
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1 Introduction

We analyze the semigroup kernels associated with second-order subelliptic operators with
variable coefficients acting on the Lp-spaces over a d-dimensional connected Lie group G.
We consider operators

d' d'

H = - I: A; Cij Aj +I:(Ci A; +Ai c~) + Co I
i,j=l i=l

(1)

with complex coefficients Cij, Ci, c~, Co E Loo where Ai = dL(ai) denotes the generator of
left translations L, acting on the Lp-spaces, in the direction ai of the Lie algebra £I of G
and al, ... , ad' is assumed to be an algebraic basis of £I. Subellipticity corresponds to strict
positive-definiteness of the real part of the matrix C = (Cij) of principal coefficients, i.e.,

(2)

in the sense of d' X d'-matrices, uniformly over G. The largest possible value /lc of the
lower bound /l in (2) is referred to as the ellipticity constant. Here and in the sequel we
use the notation of [Rob] and [EIR3].

Our aim is to derive strong properties of the semigroup kernels from relatively mild
regularity assumptions on the principal coefficients, e.g., uniform continuity. There are two
complementary approaches to this type of analysis, either through the parabolic diffusion
equation determined by H or through the corresponding elliptic equations. Our approach
is a combination of parabolic and elliptic techniques and is based on recent work of Auscher
[Aus]. In particular De Giorgi estimates are combined with arguments involving Morrey
Campanato spaces (see, for example [Gia2D.

Our main result establishes Holder continuity estimates comparable to the classic re
sults of Morrey [Mor], Nash [Nas] and De Giorgi [Gio] for strongly elliptic operators with
real measurable coefficients on R d and the recent results of Auscher [Aus] for complex
coefficients. In addition we derive Gaussian upper bounds of the type first obtained by
Aronson [Aro] for the Rd-theory and subsequently studied by many authors in a wide va
riety of contexts (see, for example, [Dav], [Rob] or [VSCD. The emphasis of this work is on
operators with complex coefficients. Analogous results can be obtained without regularity
assumptions if the principal coefficients Cij are real. This will be discussed in a separate
paper [ElR9]. In a third paper [EIR10] we analyze complex operators with coefficients
which are more regular, e.g., Holder continuous or differentiable.

The Lie group theory contains all the difficulties of the classical Rd-theory with addi
tional complications introduced by the non-commutative structure of the Lie groups and
the subellipticity of the operators. For example, it is not possible to use scaling argu
ments unless the group G is homogeneous, and then only for suitable classes of operators.
But scaling usually plays a key role in improving estimates and alternative arguments are
essential for the general theory.

The subelliptic operator H, formally given by (1), is first defined on L2 = L2 (Gjdg),
the space of square-integrable functions with respect to left invariant Haar measure dg, as
the sectorial operator canonically associated with the sectorial form

d' d'

<p t-t h(<p) = I: (A;<p,cijAj<p) +I: ((ci<P,A;<p) - (Ai<P,c~<p)) + (<p,co<p)
i,j=l i=l
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with domain D(h) = L~;l = nf~l D(A). Then h is closed and H is the generator of a
strongly continuous semigroup Son L2 (see, for example, [Kat], Chapter VI). Moreover, the
semigroup S has a holomorphic extension to a sector A(02) = {z E C\{O} : Iargzl < 02}
in the complex plane with O2 2: Oe = arccot(,e / j1e) where ,e is the smallest value of the
, E R such that

,12: r;sc = (2i)-1 (C - C*) 2: -,I

almost everywhere. A straightforward estimate establishes that

II Sz Ik-+2 :; ewelzl

with W(j = (4j1~ )-ll1cll~ + Ilcolioo for all z E A(O) and each B E (O,Oe) where j1~ =
j1e cos 0 - ,e sin 0 and \Iclloo = (Lf~l Ilcill~ + Ilc~II~)1/2. These L2-estimates, and more
detailed ones to be obtained in Section 2, are the starting point for the analysis of the
semigroup kernels.

Although the general theory of sectorial forms largely determines the properties of the
semigroup S generated by H on L2 , as H is a closed maximal accretive, regular accretive,
sectorial operator [Kat], the properties of the semigroup relative to the corresponding Lp 

spaces, its smoothness properties, etc. do not follow from the general theory. Detailed
examination of S is based on analysis of its distribution kernel ]{t E 'D'(G X G), which is
such that

(1/J,Sttp) = k dg 1/J(g) kdh]{t(g;h)tp(h)

for all 'P, 1/J E C;:'(G) and t > 0 where dh denotes the right invariant Haar measure. Since
S has a holomorphic extension to a sector A(0) ;2 A(Oe) the kernel should have a similar
extension IC satisfying the semigroup property

(3)

for all ZlJ Z2 E A(Oe). One implication of our results is the boundedness and integrability
of the kernel as a consequence of mild assumptions on the principal coefficients Cij.

Let £p, p E [1,00], denote the measurable functions over G x G such that

esssup ( rdh I/(g; h)\p)l/
P

< 00
gEG JG

with the usual modification if p = 00. We will show that ]{z E £1 n £00 for all Z E A(Be)
and obtain detailed pointwise bounds on the kernel. These bounds will be expressed in
terms of the right invariant distance d'( '; . ), the control distance, canonically associated
with the algebraic basis aI, . .. , ad' (see, for example [Rob] Sections IV.2 and IV.4c). This
distance has the characterization

d'

d'(g; h) = sup{ 11/J(g) -1/J(h)1 1/J E C';'(G) , L I(Ai1/J)1 2 :; 1, 1/J real}
i=l

where we emphasize that the 1/J are real-valued ([Rob], Lemma IV.2.3, or [ElR6], Lemma
4.2). Other parameters which enter the estimates are the subelliptic modulus 9 f-+ Igl' =
d' (g ; e) where e denotes the identity of G and the local dimension D', i.e., the integer for
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which the left Haar measure IB'(g; <II of the ball B'(g; r) = {h E G : d'(g; h) < r}
satisfies bounds c-1rD' s; IB'(e; r)1 S; crD' for some c > 0 and all small r.

If cp E C(G) we define its right modulus of continuity w;(cp;.): (0,00) -+ [0,00] by

w;(cp; R) = sup{lcp(g) - cp(h)1 : 9 E G, hE B'(g; R)} .

Then cp is defined to be right uniformly continuous if limR->o w;(cp; R) = O.
Our main conclusions concerning the kernel f{ are summarized as follows.

Theorem 1.1 Let H be a subelliptic operator of the form (1) with right uniformly contin
uous principal coefficients Cij and measurable lower order coefficients Ci, <, Co E L oo • Then
the semigroup S has a kernel f{ which; for each () E (0, ()c); satisfies the bounds

If{z(g; h)1 S; a Izl-D'/Zewlzle-b(lgh-ll')2Izl-1

for some a, b > 0 and w 2: 0 uniformly for g, h E G and z E A(()). The kernel has the
semigroup property (3) and is Holder continuous. In particular for all v E (0, I); K > 0
and () E (0, ()c) there exist a, b > 0 and w 2: 0 such that

If{ (k-lg 'l-lh) _ f{ (g' h)1 < a Izl-D'/Zewlzl ( Ikl' + Ill' )1/e-b(lgh-
1

1')2Iz l-1

z, z , - IzI1/Z + Igh-11'
for all g, h, k, lEG and z E A(()) with Ikl' + Ill' S; K IzI1/Z+2-1Igh-11'.

The theorem extends the recent results of Auscher [Aus] for strongly elliptic oper
ators and G = Rd. Earlier results for subelliptic operators with symmetric real once
differentiable coefficients and general Lie groups were obtained by Bratteli and Robinson
[BrR] and for symmetric real measurable coefficients and polynomial groups by Saloff
Coste and Stroock [SaS]. Kernel bounds for m-th order subelliptic operators with complex
m-times differentiable coefficients were derived in [EIR1].

The conclusions for low-dimensional groups can be strengthened. Auscher, McIntosh
and Tchamitchian [AMT1] [AMT2] have established comparable estimates for strongly
elliptic operators on Rand R Z with no continuity assumptions on the principal coeffi
cients. Similar conclusions were reached for two-dimensional Lie groups in [ElR8]. We
will complete the one-dimensional picture by analyzing T in Section 5. If, however, d 2: 5
some continuity is essential, if the principal coefficients are not real, since counterexam
ples have been constructed by Auscher and Tchamitchian [AuT] and Auscher, Coulhon
and Tchamitchian [ACT]. These examples rely on earlier results of Maz'ya, Nazarov and
Plamenevskl'i [MNP] who showed that De Giorgi estimates can fail for operators with
complex coefficients.

2 Prelinl.inaries

In this section we establish some preliminary results which are fundamental for the following
proofs. First we derive several Lz-bounds for the semigroup generated by a subelliptic op
erator. Secondly, we establish Lie group versions of two Poincare type inequalities. Thirdly,
we derive the Lie group Caccioppoli inequalities. Fourthly, we describe an approximation
argument to obtain L2-estimates and kernel bounds for operators with non-smooth coef
ficients from the L2-estimates and kernel bounds corresponding to operators with smooth
coefficients.
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2.1 L2-estimates

The starting point for all the subsequent calculations of kernel bounds are L2-estimates
on the Davies' perturbation SP of the semigroup S generated by H. Let 'ljJ E C;:'(G) be a
real-valued function and define the family of bounded multiplication operators Up, pER,
by Upr.p = e-P'l/Jr.p. Then SP is the strongly continuous semigroup on L2 = L2(G;dg) given
by

Sf = UpStU;l

where we suppress the dependence on 'ljJ in the notation. The generator Hp of SP is the
sectorial operator associated with the form

hp(r.p) = h(r.p) + ph(l)(r.p) + p2h(2)(r.p)

where D(hp ) = D(h) = L~.l',

h(l)(r.p) = (V'r.p, C (V''ljJ) r.p) - ((V''ljJ) r.p, CV'r.p) + (r.p, (c.V''ljJ) r.p) + ((c'.V''ljJ) r.p, r.p)

with V'r.p = (A1r.p, ... ,Ad,r.p), V''ljJ = (A1'ljJ, ... ,Ad,'ljJ) and

hl2
) (r.p) = -( (V''ljJ) r.p, C (V''ljJ) r.p)

We aim to bound the L2-norms IISflI2-+2 and IIV'SflI2-+2 = SUPII"'%=1(Lf~11IAiSfr.pII~)1/2 in
terms of ,e, /le, Ilcll oo , Ilcolioo and

Ae = inf {A : AI 2: RC 2: - AI } .

Note that Ae ~ IIClloo, ,e ~ IICiloo and IIClloo ~ Ae + ,e where

IIClloo = sup IIC(g)11
gEG

with IIC(g)11 the 12-norm of the matrix C(g) = (Cij(g)).
Since

~ IISfr.pll~ = -2 Re hp(Sfr.p)

one requires a lower bound on Re hp to control the growth of SP. But

(4)

for all 8 > 0 where hp denotes the principal part of h. Now h(l) has two contributions, the
first, hi1

), from the principal part of H and the second, h~l), from the first-order terms. A
straightforward estimate for the first part gives

for all c; > 0, where
d'

n'l/J = II Re .~ Cij 'ljJi 'ljJjlloo
t,J=l

with 'ljJi = Ai'ljJ. Moreover, for the second part one has

4
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Finally,
1Re h(2)(ep) I ::; n'lj; Ilepll~ .

Combination of these estimates with E = (2Ipl)-1 and 8 = 1/2 immediately gives

Re hp ( ep) 2 -(wo + wllpl +w2l)llepll~ (6)

with Wo = lleolioo + (2jle )-1 Ilcll~, WI = jl;I/21IcII00 nY2 and W2 = n'lj; (1 + 2 'Yb jlc/)' One
then obtains by integration of (4) the quasi-contractivity bounds

IISf112-+2 ::; e(wo+wllpl+W2p2)t (7)

for all pER and all t > O.
Next SP extends to a holomorphic semigroup in the sector A(Oe) {z E C\{O} :

1arg zl < Oe} with Oe = arccot("(e / jle) (see, for example, [Kat], Chapter VI) and the
generator of t I-t S:i9 t is the sectorial operator eillH associated with the form eill h. But
the effect of the replacement h ---t eill h in the foregoing estimates can be compensated

by replacing jle by jl~ = jle cos 0 - 'Ye Isin 0I, 'Ye by 'Y~ = 'Ye cos 0 + Ae 1sin 0I, n'lj; by
n~ = n'lj;(cosO + IsinOI'Ye/jle) and leaving IIcll oo , Ilcolioo fixed. Therefore if 0 = argz one
has bounds

IIS~112-+2 ::; e(wg+wflpl+wgp2)lz l

for all z E A(Oe) where the () I-t wf are continuous even functions on (-Oe, Oe), w? = Wi
and wf ---t 00 as () ---t ±Oe. One may now bound HpSf = -dSf /dt by use of the Cauchy
integral representation

Sf = (2?Tit 1 r dz (z - ttlS~
Jer(t)

where Cr(t) is the circle of radius r centred at t and r = tsin(2-10e). One readily obtains

IIHp SflI2-+2::; (2?Tt 1 r dlzllz - tl-21IS~112-+2
Jer(t)

(8)

where Wi = sup{wf : 0 E [-2-10e,2-10e]}.
Now we can bound IIV" Sfl12-+2 by use of (7) and (8). Arguing as in the deduction of

(6) but with E = (41plt1 and 8 = 1/4 one finds

Re hp ( ep) 2 2-1jlellV"epll~ - 2(wo + wllpl +W2p2) Ilepll~

for all ep E L;'I' Therefore,

2-
1
jlellV" Sfepll~ ::; IISfepl1211 H p Sfepl12 +2(wo +wllpl + w2p2)IISfepll~

and using (6) and (8) one obtains bounds

IIV" Sfl12-+2 ::; a r 1/ 2ew(l+p2)t (9)

for suitable a, w > 0, uniformly for all pER. The constants a and w depend on H only

through jle, Ae, 'Ye, Ilcll oo and Ilcolioo or, equivalently, through jle, IIClloo, Ilcll oo and lleolioo.
Their values decrease with jle and increase with the other parameters.

At the end of Subsection 2.4 we show that the foregoing estimates for SP and its
derivatives on L2 (G;dg) have analogues on the Lrspace L2 = L2(Gjdg) defined with
respect to right invariant Haar measure dg.
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2.2 Poincare inequalities

On several occasions we need Lie group versions of the Poincare inequality which involve
the spaces

H~;l(B'(g;r)) = {<p E Lz(B'(g;r)): Ai<p E Lz(B'(g;r)) for all i E {1, ... ,d'}} ,

where 9 E G, r > 0 and Ai<p denotes the distributional derivative in V'(B'(g;r)). These
spaces are equipped with the norms <p 1-+ (11<p11~,g,r + IIV"<pII~,g,r)l/z where

11<pIIZ,g,r = ( r dh 1<p(h)lz) l/Z
lB'(g;r)

and

1
d' l/Z

11V"<PllZ,g,r = ( dh E'I(A<p)(h)I Z)
B'(g;r) ;==1

o

We denote by H~;l(B'(g;r)) the closure of C;:'(B'(g;r)) in H~;l(B'(g;r)). For <p E L 1,loc

we denote by (<p) g,r the average of <p over B'(g ;r). If 9 = e we drop the e in the notation,
So B'(r) = B'(e; r), 11V"<Pllz,r = 11V"<Pllz,e,r etc..

There are two types of Poincare inequality, a Neumann and a Dirichlet, involving the
o

spaces H~'l (B'(g; r)) and H~'l (B'(g; r)), respectively. A strong form of the Neumann-type
Poincare inequality has bee~ established by Jerison [Jer] for vector fields on R d satisfy
ing the Hormander condition. Jerison's inequality is phrased for balls and the shape is
important. In Section 6 of [Jer] there is an example of a smooth bounded region n for
which the Neumann-type Poincare inequality fails. Our Lie group version is formulated
for subelliptic balls.

Proposition 2.1 There exist CN > 0 and RN E (0,1] such that

11<p - (<p)g,r 11~,g,r ~ CN rZ
IIV"<pII~,g,r

for all 9 E G, r E (O,RN], £ > 0 and <p E H~'l(B'(g;r(1 +£))).,

Proof It follows from [Jer] that there exist CN, RN > 0 such that

(10)

(11)

for all r E (0, RN] and <p E Coo(B'(r)).
Next let £ > 0 and <p E H~;l (B' (g ; r(1 + £))). Extend <p to a function on G by setting

<p(g) = 0 for all 9 rt B'(g; r(1 + e)). Next let X E C;:'(G) be such that X(g) = 1 for all
9 E B'(r) and supp X C B'(g ; r(1 +£)). Then X<P E L~;l' By Lemma 2.4 of [ElRl] there
exists a sequence <PI, <Pz, ... E Lz;oo c Coo (G) such that limn .....oo <pn = X<P in L~;l' Therefore
(11) is valid for all £ > 0 and all <p E Hb (B'(g; r(1 +e))) by approximation.

Finally let 9 E G, r E (O,RN], £ > 0 and <p E H~'l(B'(g;r(1 + e))). Then R(g)<p E

H~;l(B'(r(1 + e))) and hence '

11<p-(<p)g,rll~,g,r = ~(g) IIR(g)<p-(R(g)<P)rll;,r ~ ~(g)cNrzllV"R(g)<PII;,r = cNrzllV"<pII;,g,r

and the proposition follows.

6
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One might expect Proposition 2.1 to be valid with c = O. This is related to the
characterization of the sets n for which Coo (n) is dense in H~.l (n). Two types of criterion,
for this density are known (see, for example, [Maz], Section 1.1.6). The first involves the
shape of the boundary of the set and the second the smoothness of the boundary. It is
unclear whether either criterion is satisfied for the subelliptic balls B'(r).

The Poincare inequality (10) states that the lowest non-zero eigenvalue of the Neumann
sublaplacian - L,t~l AI on L2(B'(r)) has a lower bound c"i./ r-2

• There is also a Poincare
inequality associated with the Dirichlet sublaplacian.

Proposition 2.2 There exist CD > 0 and RD E (0,1] such that

o

for all r E (O,RD],g E G and r.p E H~.I(B'(g;r)).,

Proof By translation invariance we may assume that 9 = e (see the proof of Proposition
2.1 ).

Extend the algebraic basis al, ... , ad' to a full vector space basis al, . .. ,ad of fl. Let
I . I and B(r) be the modulus and balls with respect to al, ... , ad. Then Igl ~ Igl' for all
9 E G. Set

~ d .
B (r) = {t E R : Iti I < r for all z E {I, ... , d} }

for r > 0 and define <P: R d
-t G by <p(tl , ... , td) = exp(tlal)'" exp(tdad)' Then there

exists an Ro > 0 such that <P is a diffeomorphism from B(Ro) onto the open set <P(B(Ro)).

Moreover, if Ro is small enough there exists a c > 0 such that

B'(r) C {g E G: Igi < r} C <P(B(cr))

for all r E (0, c- l Ro] (see [E1R7], Proposition 6.1.1.) (In [E1R7] the proposition was proved
for exponential coordinates of the first kind, and currently we have coordinates of the second
kind. But the transformation map between these two coordinate systems has derivative
equal to I at the origin and therefore the above inclusions are valid.) Moreover, there exist
M > 0 and a COO-function 0": B(Ro) -t [M- I , M] such that

rdg1jJ(g) = ~ dtO"(t)1jJ(<P(t))
Ja Ji3(Ro)

for all1jJ E Cc(<P(B(Ro))). Now let r.p E C;:C(B'(r)) with r E (0, RD] where RD = c- l Ro.
Extend r.p by zero to be a function on G. Then

r 1r.p12 = ~ dtO"(t) 1r.p(<p(t))1 2 ~ M ~ dt 11jJ(t)1 2

JB'(r) Ji3(cr) Ji3(cr)

where 'ljJ(t) = r.p(<p(t)) if t E B(Ro) and 'ljJ(t) = 0 if t tf- B(Ro). But 'ljJ E C;:C(Rd),
supp'ljJ C B(cr) and for all t E B(Ro) one has

7



where Dl'I/J is the derivative of 'I/J with respect to the first variable and i = (t 2 , ••• , td)'
Therefore it follows from the Holder inequality that

{ 1'P1 2 5: M { dijcr dtl I jt
l

dx (Dl'I/J)(x,i) 1

2

JBI(r) JRd-1 -cr -cr

~ M kd-I di i:r dtl (t l + cr) iC:r dx I(Dl'I/J)(x, i)1 2

= 2c2 M r 2
{ ds 1(Dl 'I/J) (s)12

JRd

But Dl'I/J = -(Al'P) 0 <P on B(Ro). Therefore

from which the proposition follows.

2.3 Caccioppoli inequalities

o

There are several useful inequalities for solutions of a pure second-order subelliptic operator
which are of a converse nature to the Poincare inequalities. For the proof we need a
technical lemma on cut-off functions. We use the multi-index notation of [EIR7]. In
particular, J( d') is the set of all multi-indices over d' determinates.

Lemma 2.3 There exist Ro E (0,1], (J" E (0,1) and for all r E (0, Ro] an TJr E C:;'(B'(r))
such that °5: TJr 5: 1 and TJr = 1 on B'((J"r) . Moreover, the TJr can be chosen with the
property that for all 0'. E J(d') there exist Ca E [0,00) and Ra E (0, Ro] such that IIAa TJr 1100 5:
car- Ial for all 0'. E J(d') and r 5: Ra.

The statement follows from [EIR7], Proposition 6.1, and the following lemma, which is
useful in other contexts.

Let .90 = {O},.9l = span{aI, ... , adl } and for n E N let .9n be the span of all commutators
in the ai of order less than or equal to n. Extend the algebraic basis to a vector space basis
al,· .. , ad for .9 such that al, . .. , adimgn is a basis for .9n for all n E N. For r > °set

d

B r = {Eeiai : leil < r
n if ai E.9n \.9n-d .

i=l

(12)

It follows from Proposition 6.1.1 in [EIR7] that there exists a c> °such that exp Bc-I r C

B'(r) C exp B cr uniformly for all sufficient small r. (Actually Proposition 6.1 describes
balls with respect to a left invariant metric but is also valid with respect to a right invariant
metric.)

Lemma 2.4 There exist Ro E (0,1] and, for all r E (0, RoJ and (J" E (0,1), an TJu,r E
C:;,(expBr) with °~ TJu,r 5: 1 and TJu,r = 1 on expBur such that IIAaTJu,rlloo 5: ca(r(l 
(J")t 1al for all 0'. E J(d') and r ~ Ra, where Ca E [0,00) and Ra E (0, Ro].
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Proof We first introduce a weighted multi-index notation. For i E {I, ... ,d} set Wi = n
if ai E fln \fln-l . If (3 = (iI, ... , in) E J (d) define the weighted length of (3 by II (3 II =
Wil + .. .+Win· Next if a = E1=1 ~iai E fl set Iiall = maXiE{l, ...,d} I~il. Let M = l+max{lcfj l :
i,j, k E {I, ... , d}}, where cfj are the structure constants of fl with respect to the basis

al, ... ,ad. Then II[a,b:111 ~ dZMllallllbl1 for all a,b E fl. If n E N, bI, ... ,bn Efland
(3 = (iI, ... , im ) E J (n) define b[t'] = [bill [... , [bim_ll bim] ...]J.

Next let c.p E COO(R) be such that °~ c.p ~ 1, c.p(x) = 1 if x E (-00,0] and c.p(x) =°
if x E [2-1, 00). For c E (0,1) define c.pe E COO(R) by c.pe(x) = c.p(c-lx). Then 11c.p~k)lloo ~

Ckc-k for all kENo and c E (0,1). For a E (0,1) define'l/Ja E C~(R) by 'l/Ja(x) =
c.pl-a(lxl- a). Then 0 ~ 'l/Ja ~ 1, 'l/Ja(x) = 0 if Ixl 2:: 2-1(1 + a) and 'l/Ja(x) = 1 if Ixl ~ a.
Moreover, 11'l/J~k)lloo ~ ck(l- atk. Define fa E C~(fl) by fa(Ej=l ~jaj) = 'l/Ja(6)··· 'l/Ja(ed).

Then °~ fa ~ 1, fa(a) = 0 if Iiall 2:: 2-1(1 + a), i.e., if a =1= EZ-l(I+a) and fa(a) = 1 if

Iiall ~ a. So, in particular, fa(a) = 1 if a E Ea. Moreover, IIDa fa 1100 ~ ca(1- a)-Ia l for

all a E J(d). Note that one has merely lal and not Iiali.
There exists a Ro E (0,1) such that exp is a diffeomorphism from {a E fl : IIall < Ro}

onto an open neighbourhood of the identity of G. For all r E (0, Ro] define TJa,r: G -+ R by

Then TJa,r E C~ (exp Er), 0 ~ TJa,r ~ 1 and TJa,r = 1 on exp Ear.
Now suppose a = (in, ... , i l ) E J(d'), with n E N. (Note the order!) There exists a

Rl E (0, Ro) such that

exp bl ... exp bn+1 E {exp b : b E fl : II bII < Ro}

for all bl , ... , bn+l E {b E fl : Ilbll < Rd. By the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula there
exist Ml,s 2:: 1, Ra E (0, (2(n + l)dZMMlstlRl) and for each (3 E J(n+ 1) with 1(31 =1= 0
there is a C{3 E R such that IC{31 ~ Mls l,61 and

exp bl ... exp bn+l = exp I:: c{3b[,6]
(3EJ(n+l)

1,6I;i:O

for all bI, ... , bn+l E {b E fl : Ilbll < Ra}.
Next suppose r ~ Ra, 9 E G and (AaTJa,r)(g) =1= o. Then there exist ~l, ... ,ed E R such

that 9 = exp(Ej=l ~jaj) and I~jl ~ rWj for all j E {I, ... , d}. One has

d d d
(AaTJa,r)(g) = -d ... -dTJa,r(exp( -tlail )··· exp( -tnain) exp(I::~jaj))1 _

t l t . tl-···-tn-On J=l

= dd ... -ddTJa,r (exp( I:: c{3b([~']{))) I _ _ _ ,
t l t tl- ...-tn-O

n (3EJ(n+l)
1{3I;i:O

h b(t,{) - -t· b(t,O - t· d b(t,{) - "d t. . W·twere 1 - latl , ... , n - - natn an n+l - L.Jj=l "'Jar fl e

d
b(t,{) - ~[b(t,{)] a

[,6] - LJ [,6] k k
k=l

9



Then

d d d
(Aa17a,r )(g) = -d ... -dfaC'£ L cl1r-Wk [b~~]e)]kak)1 _t l t tl-··.-tn-O

n k=l I1EJ(n+l) .
1111;to

= L(Dkl ... Dkm fa)(I: r-WJ ejaj) IT ail ( L cl1r-Wk! [b~]e)]kl) It=o '
j=l 1=1 I1EJ(n+l)

1111;to

where the sum is the finite sum over all m E {I, ... , n}, kl , ... ,km E {I, ... , d}, iI, ... ,im E
J (n) such that each Iii I 2: 1, iiI \ + ... + iii I = n and each of the indices 1, ... ,n occurs
once in one of the il. Since the sum is a finite sum it suffices to estimate term by term.

Consider one non-zero term in the sum. Let 1E {I, ... , m}. We estimate

Let 13 = (PI,'" ,pq) E J(n + 1) with q 2: 1. Then

b(t,O = [b(t,e) [ [b(t,O b(t,e)] ]]
[11] PI' ••• , Pq-I' pq •••

So a'(! [b~i]e)]k!lt=O = 0 except if II is a permutation of the Pj with j E {I, ... , q} and

Pj -1= n +1. So if a;Yl [b~~]e)h! -1= 0 then 1131 2: lid and if one substitutes b~:l = E1=1 ejaj then

where a o E {I, ... , d}q is the multi-index obtained from 13 = (PI,'" ,pq) by replacing pj
by ipj if Pj ::; n and replacing the remaining q - lid indices in 13 by the subsequent q - lid
indices of 8. There exist Co,l, ... ,Co,d E R such that

d

a[ao] = L C8,jaj
j=l

with IC8,jl ::; Mq for all j. Moreover, by definition of fit, £12' ... , one has a[ao] E f1hd+lloll' So
[a[ao]]k! = 0 if Wkl > lid + 11811. Therefore

a'"YI[b(t,e)]kl = ~ (-l)hzltocokt [11] I t=o LJ ~ ,!

OE{l, ...,d}If3I-h!1
h!I+11811~Wk!

and

if 1131 ::; Wkl ,

if 1131 2: Wk l ,

10



where we have used 11811 2:: 181 = 1,81- I1d. Then

Ir-Wkl L C/3ail[bf~]e)hllt=ol
/3EJ(n+1)

1/31:;60

:S r-hzl L M1S I/3I(dM)I/31 + L M1SI/3I(dM)I/3lrl/3l-hzl-wkl
/3EJ(nH) /3EJ(nH)
o<I/3I<Wkl 1/3I?:Wkl

00
:S M1(dM(n + l)s)Wklr-hzl +M1(dM(n + l)s)Wklr-I'Yzi L (dM(n + l)rs)b-wkl

b=Wkl

for some Cz > 0, since r:S ROI:S (2dM(n +1)st1.
Finally,

(Dkl ... Dkm fo-)(I: r-Wj ejaj) IT Oil ( L c/3r-Wkl [b~]e)]kl)
j=l 1=1 /3EJ(n+1)

1/31:;60
m m

:S IIDkl ·· . Dkmfalloor-IOII II ez:S C(kl, ...,km)(II ez)(1- atlOllr-IOII
1=1 1=1

by the estimates on fa, since m :S n = lexl and the lemma follows. D
Now we are prepared to establish the Caccioppoli inequalities.

Lemma 2.5 Let Hp = - Lf,~=l A Cij A j be a pure second-order subelliptic operator with
complex coefficients Cij E Loo . Then there exist a, Ro E (0,1], independent of the Cij, and
a C (= Cjte,j 1011 00 ) such that

IIV'c.p112,g,ar :S cr-1 11c.p - (c.p)g,rI12,g,r

for all c.p E H~.l(B'(g;R)) satisfying Hpc.p = 0 weakly on B'(g;R) and all 9 E G, 0 < r:S,
R:S Roo

Proof We follow the proof of the usual Caccioppoli inequality given in [Gia2] p. 20. By

translation invariance we need only consider 9 = e.
Choose a, Ro and Tlr as in Lemma 2.3. Then

flo II Tlr V' c.p II; :S Re(Tlr V'c.p, CTlr V' c.p )

d'

= Re(TI:V'(c.p - .\), CV'c.p) = Re L ([TI:, A](c.p - .\), CijAjc.p)
i,j=l

for all .\ E C where the last step uses Hpc.p = 0 on B'(R). But [TI;, Ai] = -2T1r(AiTlr) and
hence

where the constant c is independent of the Cij. Therefore

IIV'c.plkar :S IITlr V'c.p112 :S C flc1 11Cli00 II (V'Tlr )( c.p - .\)112 :S c' flc1 11Cli00 r-1
11c.p - .\Ikr ,

by Lemma 2.3, if l' :S R(i) for all i E {I, ... , d'}, where R OI is as in Lemma 2.3. But the
last expression is minimized by choosing .\ = (c.p)r. D

11



2.4 Approximation by smooth operators

Our next aim is to provide L2-bounds Adn kernel bounds for the semigroup generated by
a subelliptic operator with non-smooth coefficients by approximation with operators with
regularized Coo-coefficients. We follow arguments introduced in [BrR] and developed in
[E1Rl].

The idea is to construct a sequence of subelliptic operators Hn with Coo-coefficients
obtained by regularization of the coefficients of H with respect to right translations. In
[E1Rl] we used left translations but since the uniform continuity we use is expressed in
terms of balls B'(g; R) = B'(R)g right translations, as used in [BrR], are now more suit
able. Since for operators with Coo-coefficients the corresponding kernels are infinitely-often
differentiable (see [E1Rl], Corollary 3.5) this procedure facilitates estimations.

If 'Tn E C~(G), 'Tn ~ 0, II'TnliI = 1 is an approximation to the identity and C E Loo the
regularization c(n) is defined by

where R is the right regular representation. Since 'Tn 2: 0 and II 'Tn IiI = 1 it follows that
the operators Hn constructed from H by regularization of the coefficients have ellipticity
constants /-le(n) ~ /-le. Explicitly,

/-le(n) I = essinf(~C(n))(g) 2: rdh'Tn(h) ess inf 2-1 (cij(gh) + Cji(gh)) = /-leI (13)
gEG JG gEG

Similarly,

Moreover,

w~(C(n); R) S sup{fa dk'Tn(k) Ic(gk) - c(hgk)1 : 9 E G, hE B'(R)} S w~(c; R) (15)

uniformly for n E N. Let s(n) be the semigroup generated by Hn . Then one has ()e(n) ~ ()e
and the s(n) are all holomorphic in the basic sector A(()e).

Proposition 2.6 If CijJ Ci J c~J Co E Loo then limn->oo s1n) = St strongly on L2 for all t > O.

Proof The proof is an adaptation of the arguments of [BrR], Section 11.
The convergence of the regularizations follows by remarking that if C E Loo and t.p E L1

then
lim(t.p,(c-c(n)))= lim rdh'Tn(h)(t.p,(1-R(h))c) =0

n->oo n->oo JG

by weak* continuity of R on Loo • Moreover, if X E Lp with p E [1,00) one can use the
identity

((1 - R(h))c)x = (1 - R(h))(cX) - (R(h)c) ((1 - R(h))X)

to estimate that

12



and then II(c- c(n))xllp ---t °as n ---t 00 by strong continuity of Ron Lp.
Fix cP E L 2 . The strong convergence of the semigroups is a consequence of the Duhamel

estimate

1(1jJ, (s}n) - St)cp) I = III d)' d~ (si~)*1jJ, S(1-A)tCP)!

= till d)'(-H~St)*1jJ,S(1-A)tCP)+ (Si~)*1jJ,HS(l-A)tCP)1

s t11

d).lhn(Si~)*1jJ,s(l-A)tCP) - h(Si~)*1jJ,S(l-A)tCP)1

where hn and h denote the forms associated with Hn and H, respectively, and 1jJ E L2.
First, the integrand in the Duhamel estimate can be bounded by

d'

Ihn(Si~)*1jJ,S(1-A)tCP) - h(Si~)*1jJ, S(l-A)tCP) I S L IIAisi~)*1jJ11211(c~j) -cij)Aj S(1-A)tcpI12+Rn
i,j=l

where Rn denotes the contribution from the lower-order terms.
Secondly, it follows from the foregoing observations on the convergence of the regular

izations that

Ji~ II (c}j) - cij)Aj S(1-A)tcpI12 = °
for each), E (0,1) and each t > 0. In particular it follows from the bounds (9) that

lim sup IIASi~)*1jJ11211(c}j) - cij)Aj S(1-A)tcpI12 = °
n-+= 11'l/i1129

for each), E (0,1) and t > 0.
Thirdly, IIAiSi~)*1jJ112 is bounded uniformly in n by another application of the bounds

(9). Specifically one has bounds

sup IIAiSi~)*1jJ11211(c~j) - cij)Aj S(1-A)tcpI12 Sa Clewtllcijll=IIcpl12 ).-1/2(1 - ).tl /2

11'l/i1129

uniformly for all), E (0,1), t > °and n E N. Since these bounds are integrable in). on the
interval [0,1] it follows from the previous convergence property, the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem and similar estimates on the contributions of the lower-order terms,
that

lim sup t r1

d).lhn(Si~)*1jJ, S(l-A)tCP) - h(Si~)*1jJ, S(l-A)tCP) I = °
n-+= 11'l/i1129 io

for all t > 0. Consequently,

for all cP E L 2 and t > O. D

Next we show that uniform kernel bounds for s(n) imply bounds for the distributional
kernel Kt of St. Let K(n) be the kernel of the semigroup s(n) (see [ElR1], Theorem 2.1).

Proposition 2.7 Let Cij) Ci) c~) Co E L=. Fix t > O. Assume IKIn) I S Mt almost
everywhere) uniformly for all n EN) where Mt E L= (G X G). Then the distributional
kernel K t of St is bounded and IKtl S Mt almost everywhere. Moreover) limn -+oo KIn) = Kt
weakly* in L=(G x G).
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Proof Let D = Cc ( G) 0 Cc ( G) c L1 (G x G; dg x dh). Define the linear map Ft:D --t C
by

k k

Ft(L 1/Ji 0 'Pi) = L(1/Ji, St'Pi)
i=l i=l

Then for all ( = 2::7=1 1/Ji 0 'Pi E D one has

k

1Ft(0 I = IJi~ ?=(1/Ji' sin) 'Pi) I :S li~~p fa dg fa dh IKIn\g; h) ((g, h)\ :S IIMt 11 00 111(1111 ,
.=1

where 111·1111 denotes the norm on L1( Gx G; dgx dh). Since D is dense in L1 ( Gx G; dg x dh)
the functional Ft extends uniquely to a continuous functional on L1 (G x G; dg x dh).
Hence there exists a (measurable) Kt E Loo (G x G; dg x dh) = Loo (G x G) such that
Ft(O = fGdgfGdhKt(g; h) ((g, h) for all ( E D. ThereforeKt = K t E Loo(GxG;dgxdh).
Then

lim f dg f dhKt(n)(g;h)((g,h) = f dg f dhKt(g;h)((g,h) (16)
n-+oo JG JG JG JG

for all (E D, by Proposition 2.6. But since fGdg fGdh IKt(n)(g; h) ((g, h)1 :S IIMtlloolll(llh
uniformly for all n E N it follows from the density of D in L1(G x G; dg x dh) that

(16) is valid for all (E L1 (G x G;dg x dh). Therefore, limn-+ooKIn) = K t weakly* in
Loo (G x G; dg x dh). Since G x G is connected, hence a-compact, it follows for dg x dh
almost every (g, h) E G x G that IKtl :S Mt almost everywhere. 0

Proposition 2.8 Adopt the assumptions of Proposition 2.7. Fix t > 0 and /I E (0,1).
Suppose there exist Nt E Cb( G x G)) at > 0 and cI>t: G x G --t [0,00) such that

uniformly for n E Nand g, h, k, lEG with Ikl' + Ill' :S at + cI>t(g, h). Then the kernel K t
of St is continuous and

uniformly for g, h, k, lEG with /kl' + Ill' :S at +cI>t(g, h). Moreover) for all compact subsets
V of G one has liffin-+oo Kin) = Kt uniformly on V x V.

Proof For all n E N one has the bounds

IKIn)(g; h) - Kt(n)(g'; h')1 :S IKIn)(g; h) - KIn)(g'; h)1 + IKIn)(g'; h) - K;n)(g'; h')1

:S II Nt 1100(lg'g-l I' + Ih'h-1 1'Y

uniform for g, g', h, h' E G with Ig'g-ll' + Ih'h- 1 1' :S at. But the latter conditions are

redundant since the KIn) are uniformly bounded by assumption. Now if V is a compact
subset of G then by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem there exists a subsequence KInm

) of the K;n)
which is uniformly convergent on V X V. Since liffin-+oo KIn) = K t weakly* it follows that
Kt = limm -+oo KInm

) uniformly on V x V. Hence the restriction of K t to V is continuous
and

(17)
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for all g,h,k,l E G such that g,h,k-1g,l-l h E V and Ikl f + Ill' ~ at + iJJt(g, h). Since G
is a-compact one deduces that f{t is continuous and (17) is valid for all g, h, k, lEG with

Ikl f + Ill' ~ at + iJJt(g, h).
The last statement follows from the well known lemma that a sequence in a metric

space converges to a given point if, and only if, every subsequence has a subsubsequence
which converges to that point. D

The approximation technique also allows us to deal with the operators with measurable
coefficients and semigroups on the L 2-space with respect of the right Haar measure, L 2.

We use the identity ~-1/2A~1/2= Ai +2-1bJ on C:;"(G), where bi = (Ai~)(e). Define
the form hf),. by

d'

hf),.(ep) = L ((Ai - 2-1bJ)ep,Cij(Aj +2-1 bjI) ep)
i,j=l

d'

+ L ((Ciep, (A +2-1 bi1)ep) - ((Ai - 2-1 bJ)ep, c~ep)) + (ep, coep)
i=l

d' d'

L (Aiep,cijAjep) +L ((cfep,Aiep) - (Aep,cf'ep)) + (ep,c~ep)
i,j=l i=l

with domain L~'l' Note that the principal parts of hf),. and h are identical and hence hf),. is

closed. Moreov~r, Ilcf),.lIoo ~ a(IIClloo + Ilclloo) and Ilc~lloo ~ a (11Clloo + Ilcll oo + Ilcol/oo) for
an a > 0, independent of the coefficients. Let Hf),. be the sectorial operator associated to
the form hf),. and Sf),. the semigroup generated by Hf),.. Note that each subelliptic operator
with Loo-coefficients can be written in the form Hf),. for a suitable H.

I. If ep E C;:'(G) and t > 0 then sf~-1/2ep = ~ -1/2Step almost everywhere.

II. For all t > 0 the operator St extends to a continuous operator on L2 and

III. For all t > 0 the extension of St maps L2 continuously into L;'l and,

for all i E {... ,df
}.

Proof First hf),.('lj;,ep) = h(~-1/2'lj;,~1/2ep) for all ep,'lj; E C;:'(G). So, if the coefficients
are smooth, one has Hf),.~-1/2ep = ~-1/2Hep for all ep E C;:'(G). Then it follows by the
reasoning in the proof of Lemma 2.1 in [BER] that ~1/2Sf~ -1/2ep = Step in L2 for all
ep E C;:'(G) and t > O. So

(18)

for all ep, 'lj; E C;:'(G), if the coefficients are smooth. But then it follow by approximation,
Proposition 2.6, that (18) is also valid for all ep, 'lj; E C;:'(G) if H is an operator with merely
measurable coefficients. From this Statement I follows.
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Next,

for all ep E C;(G). Therefore the St extend to continuous operators on L2 and IIStIl2->2 :::;
II Sfllz-,>z.

For the proof of Statement III we first note that for all ep, 'l/J E C';(G) one has with *
the L 2-adjoint and (', .) the inner product on L2

(A7'l/J, Step) = -((Ai - bJ)'l/J, Step) = -(L\.-l/Z(A - bJ)'l/J, S~L\. -l/Zep)

= -((Ai - 2-1bJ)L\.-l/Z'l/J, S~L\.-l/Zep)

= (L\.-1/z'l/J,(Ai+2-1bJ)S~L\.-1/Zep) .

So

I(A7'l/J, Step) I :::; 11'l/J112 (1IAiS~1I2-'>2 +2-
1 1bil . IIS~112->2) IIepl12

But then by density this inequality extents first to all ep E L 2 and then to all 'l/J E D(Ai ).

From this Statement III follows. 0

Finally we consider perturbed semigroups. The semigroups Spb. and Sb.p are associated
with the same sectorial form, so Spb. = Sb.P. Therefore it follows that the estimates derived
in Subsection 2.1 for Sf and its gradient on Lz are equally valid on L2 with constants

depending on H only through flc, IIClloo, Ilclloo and II Co 1100'

3 De Giorgi estimates

Our proof of boundedness and continuity of heat kernels relies on various De Giorgi esti
mates for solutions ep of an elliptic equation on a ball B'(g; R). Since the estimates for
general 9 E G follow by invariance from the estimates for the ball B'(R) = B'(e ; R) we
concentrate on the latter. In Proposition 3.4 we remove this restriction.

We consider two classes of estimates. The first is for subelliptic operators with constant
coefficients, the second for operators with uniformly continuous coefficients. Since, in these
estimates, we assume that the exponent D' + 2v - 2 is non-negative for all v E (0,1) the
considerations of this section are valid for all groups except Rand T, which we examine
in Section 5.

3.1 Operators with constant coefficients

Let Hp be a pure second-order subelliptic operator

d'

Hp = - L bijAiAj
i,j==l

(19)

with the matrix of complex, constant, coefficients B = (bij ) satisfying ?RB ~ flbI > O.
Then Hp generates a strongly continuous contraction semigroup on Lz and all subsequent
estimates depend at most on the ellipticity constant flb and the matrix norm IIBII·
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Fix n > 1 + D' /2. Then L~'n C L'oo;l and one has the Sobolev inequalities
I

(20)

where N~'n denotes the L~'n-seminorm, and, ,

Ilcpll~;l ~ £n-D'/2-1N~;n(CP) + c£-D'/2-1 1IcpI12 (21)

for some c > 0, uniformly for all £ E (0,1] and cP E L~'n (see, for example, [Rob] page 368).
Moreover, I

11(1 - L(g))cplloo ~ 21gl' Ilcpll~;l

for all 9 E G (see [EIR2] p. 190 and [EIR6] Lemma 4.2). Next consider the (subelliptic)
Holder space CI/'(G) of continuous functions over G for which

Illcplllel/, = sup (lgl')-l/ll(1 - L(g))cplloo
0<191'::;1

is finite. (Subellipticity enters through the use of the modulus 1,1'.) Then L~;n C CI/'(G)
and one deduces from the Holder inequality and (20) and (21) that

11(1 - L(g))cplloo = 11(1 - L(g))cpll~ll(1 - L(g))cpll~1/

~ 2(lgl't(llcpll~;lt Ilcpll~1/

~ 4(lgl't (£n-D'/2-1/ N~;n( cp) +c£-D' /2-l/llcpI12)

for all £ E (0,1], 9 E G and cp E L~'n' Therefore,

(22)

for some Cn > 0, uniformly for £ E (0,1] and cp E L~'n'

Now if cp is defined on B'(g; R) then we extend it to a function on G by setting it zero
outside B'(g; R). Let (/, Ro and TfR E C,:(G), for R E (0, Ra], be as in Lemma 2.3. It
follows from (22) that there exists a c > 0 such that

(23)

for all £ E (0,1], R E (0, Ro] and cp E L~'n' Note that (22) gives an estimate on L2 but this
can be replaced by an estimate on L 2 b~cause the modular function is bounded on the ball
B'(R) ~ B'(1).

Now we are prepared to prove our first elliptic regularity result.

Lemma 3.1 Let Hp be defined by (19).

I. If R > °and cp E Hb(B'(R)) satisfying Hpcp = °weakly on the ball B'(R) then
'l/Jcp E C;:a(B'(R)) for all 'l/J E C;:a(B'(R)).

II. For all Q:', f3 E J(d') there exist COl,{i > 0 and ROI ,f3 E (0, Ro] such that

IIA OI (Af3TfR )cpIl2 ~ COI ,f3 R-!0I!-If3I+lWV 'cpI12,R

for all R E (O,ROI ,f3], £ > 0 and cp E H~'l(B'(R(l +£))) with (cp)R = 0 satisfying
Hpcp = 0 weakly on B'(R). Moreover! the'values of the COI ,f3 depend on the coefficients
of Hp only through flb and IIBII! and the ROI ,f3 are independent of Hp .
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Proof Statement I follows from the arguments given in the proof of Theorem 4.4 in
[ElR3].

The proof of Statement II starts by choosing ROt as in Lemma 2.3, for all a E J(d').
If /aJ = 0 and R:::; min(R13 , RN ) then since (<p)R = 0

II(A137/R)<p112 :::; C13 R-\13I I1<p112,R :::; cOt ,13 R-I13 I+1I1V'<p112,R

by Lemma 2.3 and the Neumann-type Poincare inequality (10), where RN is as in Propo
sition 2.1.

Next we establish the estimates for lal = 1 and then argue that the general case follows
by induction from the two cases la/ E {O,1}.

A straightforward estimate gives

for all 'IjJ E D(Hp) and all e > o. Therefore

II Ai ( A131]R)<p1l2 :::; ellHp(A,61]R)<p112 + (4ejtbrIll (A131]R)<p112

Next note that

d

[Hp, (A131])] = - L bjk ((Aj A131]R)Ak+ (Aj AkA131]R) + (AkA131]R)Aj )
j,k==1

and therefore

d

[Hp, (A131])]<p = - L bjk ((AjA131]R)Ak<p+(AjAkA,61]R)<P+(AkA131]R)Aj<p) E C';'(B'(R))
j,k==1

Moreover, for all 'IjJ E Cr;'(B'(R)) one has

('IjJ, Hp(A131]R)<P) = ((A,61]R)Hp'IjJ, <p)

= (Hp(A131]R)'IjJ, <p) + ([Hp, (A,61]R)]*'IjJ, <p) = ('IjJ, [Hp, (A131]R)]<P)

since Hp<p = 0 weakly on B'(R). Hence

(24)

Moreover,

IIA(A131]R)<pl!2 :::; C2e L IIA'Y1]RIl0011<p112,R
"I

171==1131+2

+ Cle L II A'Y1]RII 00 IIV'<plkR + coe-1I1A,61]RII00 II <p1l2,R
"I

1"11==1131+1

for all e > O. Setting e = R and using the Poincare inequality (10) one obtains

IIA(A131]R)<p112 :::; (c~ RR-I13I-2R + c~ RR-I13I-1+coR-1R-I13IR)JIV'<p112,R

:::; c(i),13R- I131 11 V'<p112,R
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for all R:::; min(RN , min{Ry : iii :::; I~I +2}).
The remainder of the proof is by induction.

Suppose the estimates are valid for all awith lal :::; mand all~. Fix awith lal = m+ 1.
Since left translations are unitary on L 2 , it follows from Theorem 3.3.111 of [EIR5], applied
to H = Hp , that there is a e> °such that

for 7/J E D(H~m+l)/2). (The term I ensures that Hp+I generates an exponentially decreas
ing semigroup as required by the theorem.) The value of e depends only on the coefficients
of H p through flb and IIBII by a compactness argument (see the proof of Theorem 3.7 in
[EIR1]). Then

IIACX(Ai317R)rpI12 :::; e II(Hp + I)(m+I)/2(Ai31]R)rpI12

Therefore using the identity (24) one deduces that

IIACX(Ai31]R)rpI12 :::; e (1IH~m-I)/2[Hp, (Ai31]R)]rpI12 + IIH~m-I)/\Ai31]R)rpI12)

< e' L (1IA'Y[Hp, (Ai31]R)]rpI12 + IIA'Y(Ai31]R)rpI12)
'Y; hl~m-l

by yet another application of Theorem 3.3.1II of [EIR5]. But A'Y[Hp, (Ai31]R)] can be ex
pressed as a sum of terms of the form A'Y'(AI"1]R) with either Ii'l = iii and I~'I = I~I + 2
or 1,'1 = iii +1 and I~'I = I~I + 1. Hence the induction hypothesis gives

IIACX (AI'1]R)rpI12 :::; e"R-m- 1i3I IIV'rpI12,R + e'R-(m-l)-Ii3I+I IIV'rplkR

:::; e"'R-(m+I)-II'I+IIIV'rpI12,R

for R :::; Rcx ,i3 for a suitable Rcx ,i3' Therefore the estimates are valid for all awith lal :::; m+ 1
and the induction is complete. 0

Lemma 3.1 in combination with the Sobolev inequality (23) has the following implica
tion.

Corollary 3.2 Let H p be defined by (19). Then there exists an R~ E (0,1] and for each

v E (0,1) a positive el/ (= el/'~b,IIBlloo) such that

uniformly for all R E (O,R~] and all c > °and rp E Hb(B'(R(l + c))) with (rp)R = a
satisfying Hprp = a weakly on B'(R).

Proof It follows from (23) that

for all I) E (0,1]. Applying Lemma 3.1.II, with I~I = 0, to the first term on the right hand
side one deduces that
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It then follows from the Poincare inequality (10) that

for all 8 E (0,1]. Setting 8 = R gives the desired conclusion. o
Now we are prepared to establish the De Giorgi estimates for solutions of Hp<p = 0 on

small balls B'(R).

Proposition 3.3 Let H p be defined by (19). Then there exists an R~ E (0,1] and for

each v E (0,1) a positive Cv (= cv .J.tb.IIB II<",) such that for all R E (0, R~L £ > 0 and <p E
H~;l(B'(R(1 +£))) satisfying Hp<p = 0 weakly on B'(R) one has

for all 0 < r :::; R.

Proof First fix R~ to ensure the validity of the estimates of Corollary 3.2 and Lemma 2.5.
We may assume that (<p)R = 0, since only derivatives occur on both sides of the inequality.

Now suppose r :::; (J2 R. Then (J-lr :::; (J R :::; R :::; R~ and Lemma 2.5 gives

But

by the volume estimates on B'(a-1r). Therefore Corollary 3.2 gives

with a redefined value of Cv which only depends on the bij through /lb and IIBII.
Finally, if a 2R :::; r :::; R then

with Cu = a-D'-2v+2. Here we use D' ~ 2. o
Proposition 3.4 Let H p be defined by (19). Then for each v E (0,1) there is a positive

CDa (= cv,J.tb.IIBlloJ such that for all R E (0,1]; all 9 E G and all <p E H~;l(B'(g; R)) which
satisfy Hp<p = 0 weakly on B'(g; R) one has

for all 0 < r :::; R.
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Proof Let R~ and Cv be as in Proposition 3.3. First suppose R :S R~. Let <p E
H~.l (B'(g; R)) satisfy Hp<p = 0 weakly on B'(g; R). Then R(g)<p E H~.l (B'(R)) and, ,

~ ~

('ljJ,HpR(g)<p) = I: bij(Ai'ljJ,AjR(g)<p) = ~(gt1 I: bij (AiR(g-l)'ljJ,Aj<p) = 0
i,j=l i,j=l

for all 'ljJ E C;:(B'(R)). So HpR(g)<p = 0 weakly on B'(R) and in particular on B'(2-1R).
Next, by Proposition 3.3 one obtains

II"V'<pII~,g,r = ~(g)IIV'R(g)<PII~,r

:S c~ ~(g) (2r jR)D'-2+2VIIV'<pII~,R/2

= c2(2rjR)D'-2+2V IIV'I,"112 < 2D'c2(rjR)D'-2+2V IIV'I,"112
v r 2,g,R/2 - v r 2,g,R/2

if 0 < r:S 2-1R and R:S R~.

Next if R :S R~ and 2-1 R :S r :S R then

On the other hand if R~ :S R :S 1 then

II V' 112 < c2(rjR' )D'-2+2V IIV' 11 2 , < c2R,-(D'-2+2v)(rjR)D'-2+2v IIV'I()11 2
<p 2,g,r - v 0 <p 2,g,Ro - v 0 r 2,g,R

if r :S R~ and

if 0 < R~ :S r :S R :S 1. Thus the De Giorgi inequalities are completely proved for
operators with constant coefficients. D

3.2 Operators with variable coefficients

Let H p be a pure second-order subelliptic operator

d'

Hp = - I: Ai Cij Aj
i,j=l

(25)

with the matrix of complex coefficients C(g) = (Cij(g)) satisfying ~C(g) ~ fleI > 0
uniformly for all g E G. Furthermore, define the right modulus of continuity of C by
w~(C;·): (0,00) -7 [0,00] by

w~(C;R) = SUp{ICij(g) - cij(h)1 : g E G, hE B'(g; R), i,j E {1, ... , d'n

Then the coefficients Cij are right uniformly continuous if, and only if, limR-->o w~(C ; R) = o.
In the proof of the next proposition and also in the next section we need the following

result which can be found in many places. In order to clarify the dependence of the
parameters, we state the lemma.
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Lemma 3.5 For all A, a,,8 > 0 with a > ,8 there exist c > 0 and C > 0 (depending
only on A, a and ,8) such that for all B ~ 0, all Ro > 0 and all increasing functions
<I>: (0, Ro] ---+ [0,(0) with the property that

for all r, R E R with 0 < r :::; R:::; Ro one has the following estimates

for all 0 < r :::; R:::; R o.

Proof See [Gia1] Lemma III.2.1. o
Proposition 3.6 Let Hp be defined by (25) with the Cij right uniformly continuous. Then
for each 1/ E (0,1) there is a CDG > 0 such that for all R E (0,1], all 9 E G and all
<p E Hb(B'(g;R)) satisfying Hp<p = 0 weakly on B'(g;R) one has

for all 0 < r :::; R. Moreover, for all Il, M > 0 and 1/ E (0,1) there exists an c > 0 such
that for each Ro E (0, 1] there exists a CDG > 0 with the property that the above estimates
are valid uniformly for all Hp with Ilo ~ Il, IICII= :::; M and w~(C; Ro) :::; c.

Proof Set I/o = 2-1 (1+1/). Let Ro E (0,1], R E (O,Ro] and for 9 E G define the operator
H(g) = - Lt,~=l Ai Cij(g) A j . Next let <p E H~;l (B'(g; R)) and suppose Hp<p = 0 weakly on
B'(g ;R). Then let 'lj; E H~.l (B' (g ;R)) be such that,

o
H(g)'lj; = 0 weakly in B'(g ; R) , X = <p - 'lj; E H~'l (B'(g ; R)) .,

If CDG is the constant of Proposition 3.4 for H(g) it can be chosen to depend only on I/o,

Ilo(g) and II C(g ) II= and hence chosen independent of g. Then

1I\7'<pII~,g,r :::; 211\7''lj;II~,g,r + 211\7'xll~,g,r

:::; 2cDG(r/R)D
I

-2+
2l1

Q 11\7''lj;II~,g,R + 211\7'xll~,g,R

:::; 2cDG(r/R)D
I

-2+2
l1

Q 11\7'<pIl~,g,R + (2 +4cDG)II\7'xll~,g,R

for all r E (O,R]. Next, since X E H~.l(B'(g;R)) and H(g)X = H(g)<p = (H(g) - Hp)<p one,
has

Then since R :::; Ro

and hence
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uniformly for all 0 < r ::; R::; Ro. Since limRo->o w~(C; Ro) = 0 there exist, by Lemma 3.5,
Ro E (0,1] and a> 0, such that

uniformly for all 0 < r ::; R ::; Ro. Finally one can remove the condition R ::; Ro as in the
proof of Proposition 3.4.

The dependence of the constant on the coefficients of the operator follows again from
Lemma 3.5. 0

4 Kernel bounds

In this section we show the De Giorgi estimates for the principal part of a given subelliptic
operator H imply that the semigroup S generated by H has a kernel K which satisfies
Gaussian bounds and is Holder continuous.

If 1/ E (0,1) we say a pure second-order operator Hp = - Lrt,~=l Ai Cij A j with bounded
measurable complex coefficients satisfies De Giorgi estimates of order 1/ with De
Giorgi constant CDG if for all R E (0,1], all 9 E G and all <p E Hb (B'(g ;R)) satisfying
Hp<p = 0 weakly on B'(g; R) one has

for all 0 < r ::; R.
We now state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 4.1 Let H be a subelliptic operator as in (1) with complex Loo-coefficients Cij) Ci)

c~) Co and let 1/0, 1/~ E (0,1). Suppose the principal part of H satisfies De Giorgi estimates
of order 1/0 and the principal part of H* satisfies De Giorgi estimates of order 1/~. Then the

semigroup generated by H has a kernel K which} for each 0 E (0,00 )) satisfies the bounds

for some a, b > 0 and w 2:: 0 uniformly for g, h E G and Z E A(O). The kernel is Holder

continuous. In particular) for all e E (0, eo)) v E (0,1/0)) 1/* E (0, 1/~) and fl, > 0 there exist
a, b > 0 and w 2:: 0 such that

IKz(k-1g; l-lh) - Kz(g; h)1

< alzl-DI/2ewlzl(( Ikl' )1/ + ( Ill' )1/*)e-b(19h-ll/)2IZI-1
- Izll/2 + Igh-1l' Iz/l/2 + Igh-1l'

uniformly for all g, h, k, lEG and Z E A(O) with Ikl' + Ill'::; fl, Iz11/2+ 2-1Igh-1I'.

This theorem is only of interest if D' > 1, since the kernel estimates for operators on
the two one-dimensional groups Rand T considered in Section 5 require no smoothness
conditions of the coefficients and, moreover, the estimates are better than the estimates in
Theorem 4.1. Therefore in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we may assume that D' 2:: 2.

Before we prove this theorem we first prove Theorem 1.1.
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Proof of Theorem 1.1
sition 3.6.

This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 and Propo-
o

For the proof of Theorem 4.1 we use Morrey-Campanato spaces with respect to the
(left) Haar measure. Moreover, we use the weighted Holder spaces CX' and the weighted
spaces L~. For a review of the definitions and some of the properties of these spaces we
refer to Appendix A.

Proposition 4.2 Let 1/ E (0,1) and Hp = - Lt,~=l A Cij A j be a subelliptic operator with
bounded measurable coefficients satisfying De Giorgi estimates of order 1/ with De Giorgi
constant CDG. Let / E [O,D'), 8 E (0,2] with / + 8 < D' - 2 + 21/, cp E L~;lI 7 E M2,-y,

71, ... ,7d' E M2,-y+o and suppose

d'

Hpcp = 7 +EAi7i
i=l

weakly. Then AiCP E M 2,-y+O for all i E {1, ... , d'} and there exist an a > 0 such that

d'

IIV'cpIIM2 ,,+" ~ a (c:2-oI171IM2 " +E IhIlM2 ,,+" +c-(-Y+O)llcpll;;l)
i=l

uniformly for all c E (0,1]. The value of a is independent of cp, T and the Ti, but depends
on 1/ and on Hp through jic, IIClloo and CDG.

Proof This has been proved by Morrey [Mor] and Auscher [Aus], Theorem 3.6, for
G = R d , 8 = 2 and c = 1.

Let g E G and °< r ~ R ~ R D, where R D is the radius in the Poincare inequalities
for the Dirichlet Laplacian, Proposition 2.2. Let TJ E H~'l (B'(g ;R)) be such that,

o

HpTJ = °weakly in B'(g; R) , X = cp - TJ E H~;l(B'(g; R)) .

The De Giorgi inequalities applied to the function TJ imply the following estimates:

r IV'cpl2 ~ 2 r IV'TJI2+ 2 r IV'xl 2

JB'(g;r) JB'(g;r) JB'(g;r)

~ 2cDG(r/R)D/-2+211 r IV'TJI2+2 r IV'xl2
JB'(g;R) JB'(g;r)

~ 4cDG(r / R)D/-2+211 r IV'cpl2 + (2 +4CDG) r IV'xI2 . (26)
J B'(g;R) J B'(g;R)

Next, (x, HpX) = (X,Hpcp) = (X,7)-Lt~1(AiX,7i)' Hence, by ellipticity and the Cauchy
Schwarz inequality,
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But the Poincare inequality of Proposition 2.2 gives

since R :::; RD. So

d'

r IV'xI2:::; flcl (C~2R(2-8)/21ITIIM +'" IhllM )2R'Y+8JB'( .R) 2,")' ~ 2,")'+"
g, ~=1

Together with (26) this gives

r IV'cpI2 :::; 4cDG(r/R)DI-2+21/ r IV'cpI2
JBI(g;r) JB'(g;R)

d'
+flcl(2 +4CDG) (C~2R(2-8)/21ITIIM2,")' +L II TiIIM2,")'+")2W+8

i=l

:::; 4cDG(r / R)D'-2+21/ r IV'cpI2
JBI(g;R)

d'

+ flcl(2 + 4CDG) (c~2c:2-81ITIIM2',,), + L II TiIIM2,")'+6) 2R1'+8
i=l

uniformly for all c: E (0,1] and 0 < r :::; R :::; RD /\ c:2. Then by Lemma 3.5 there exists an
a > 0, depending only CDG, , +8 and 11 such that

r IV'cpI2 :::; a((r/Rp+8 r IV'cpI2
JBI(g;r) JBI(g;R)

d'

+flcl(2 +4CDG) (c~2c:2-81ITIIM2,")' +L IITiIIM2,")'+6) 2r1'+8)
i=l

uniformly for all g E G and 0 < r :::; R :::; RD /\ c:2• Choosing R = RDc2 it follows that

k,(g;r) IV'cpI2 :::; a (R;(')'+2) (c:-(')'+8) Ilcpll;;1)2

d'
+ J-lcl(2 + 4CDG)(C~2c2-81ITIIM2,")' +L IhIIM2,")'+2f)r1'+8

i=l

uniformly for g E G and 0 < r :::; RDc:2. Alternatively, if RDc:2 :::; r :::; 1 then

and combination of the last two inequalities completes the proof of the proposition. 0

This proposition is the key for L2 ~ L oo bounds on the perturbed semigroups Sf
introduced in Subsection 2.1.

Proposition 4.3 For all M, N, J-l, r > 0, 110 E (0,1) and 11 E (0,110) there exist a > 0
and w 2: 0 with the following properties. If S is the semigroup generated by a subelliptic
operator H as in (1) with complex L oo -coefficients such that the principal part Hp satisfies
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De Giorgi estimates of order Vo with De Giorgi constant CDG S; f, with IIClloo S; M and
with lower order coefficients Ilcll oo S; Nand Ilcolioo S; N, then SfL2 c C~'(G)nL~(G) for
all t > °and pER and

and
IIISf'P"la~;.' S; arD'/4rV/2eW(I+p2)tll'P112

uniformly for 'P E L2, t> 0, pER and 'IjJ E C::a(G) with n1fJ S; 1 .

(27)

(28)

Proof First, SfL2 C L;'l and there exist a, W > 0, depending only on fla, IIClloo, Ilcll oo,
and Ilcolloo, so depending only on fl, M and N, such that

for all 'P E L2, t > 0, pER and i E {I, ... , d'}, by (7) and (9). Hence ASf(L2) C M2,o
and

IISf'PIIM2 ,o S; a eW (1+p2)tll'P112 and IIASf'PIIM2 ,o S; a r 1
/
2ew(I+ p2)tll'P1I2

Next, for, E [0, D' - 2 +2vo), introduce the hypothesis P({) by

Sf(DOO(Hp)) C M2,"!, AiSf(DOO(Hp)) C M2,"! for all t > 0, pER and
i E {I, ... , d'}. Moreover, there exist b,,!,w,,! > 0, depending only on fl,
M, N, Vo, f, Nand, such that

(29)

and
IIASf'PIIM2,-y S; b,,!r"!/4r l/2ew-y(I+p2)tllrpI12 (30)

for all t > 0, pER, 'P E DOO(Hp), i E {I, ... ,d'} and 'IjJ E C::a(G) with
n1fJ S; 1.

where DOO(Hp) = n~=l D(H;). It follows from the foregoing that the hypothesis P(O) is
valid.

Lemma 4.4 Adopt the conditions of Proposition 4.3. Let, E [0, D' - 2+2vo) and suppose
P(,) is valid. Then P(, +8) is valid for all 8 E (0,2] such that, + 8 < D' - 2 +2vo.

Proof First, fix 'P E DOO(Hp). It then follows from Lemmas A.1.III and A.2 and (30)
that there exists an a > °such that

uniformly for all 6 E (0,1] and TJ E L;jl such that ATJ E M2 ,"! for all i E {I, ... , d'}. Hence
by (7) one obtains for all t E (0,1] that

II Sf'PIIM
2

,-y+6 S; (62-8a b,,! r"!/4r1/ 2ew-y(I+p2)t + 6-bH)a'eW(I+ p2)t) IIrpl12

= a"rbH)/4ew'(I+p2)tll'P1I2
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where we have chosen £ = t1
/

4
• Using the semigroup property it follows that (29) is valid

for Ph + 8).
Next,

d' d'
H = H +""" c(p) A· +""" A- c,(p) + c(p)

p p LJ > > LJ > > 0
i=l i=l

with
d'

dp
) - c· - p """ .1•. c"> - > LJ 'f/J J>

j=l

d'

c~(p) = <- PL"pj Cij
j=l

and

Therefore

~ ~ ~

c~p) = Co - p2 L "pi Cij"pj +PL Ci"pi +PL"pi C~
i,j=l i=l i=l

d' d'

HpSfep = Sf Hpep - c~) Sfep - L c~p)AiSfep - L AiC~(P)Sfep
i=l i=l

weakly. Now if t :s; 1 we apply Proposition 4.2 to Sfep with 'T identified with the first three
terms on the right, 'Ti = «p)Sfep and £ = t 1/4.

First, one has
£-h+8) IISfepll~jl :s; a Ch'H)/4C l/2eW(l+p2)tllepI12

by the L2-estimate (9). Secondly, Sf Hpep E Sf(DOO(Hp)) C M 2,-y and

£2-81ISfHpep II M2,-y = £2-81IS:/2HpS:/2epIIM2,-y

:s; b-y t(2-8)/4(2-1t t-Y/4eW-y(l+p2)t/211 H pS:/2ep 112

:s; b-y t(2-8)/4(T1tt-Y/4ew-y(l+p2)t/2 C (2-1ttleW(l+p2)t/21IepI12

= a' Ch'H)/4C1/2eW'(l+p2)tllepI12

for suitable a' and w' by (29) and (8). Thirdly, Sfep E M 2,-y. Hence c~) Sfep E M2,-y and

£2-81Ic~)SfepIIM2,-y :s; a t(2-8)/4(1 + l)b-yC-Y/4 eW-y(l+p2)tllepI12 :s; a' Ch'H)/4C l/2eW'(l+p2)tllepI12

for suitable a' and w'. Fourthly, c~p)ASfep E M2,-y and

£2-811c~p)AiS fepIIM2,-y :s; a t(2-8)/4(1 + p2)1/2b-yC-Y/4C l/2eW-Y( H p2)tllepI12

:s; a' Ch'H)/4C l/2eW'(l+p2)tllepI12

by (30). Finally, it follows from (29) for Ph +8) that ci(p) Sfep E M 2,-yH and

Ilc~(p)Sfep II M2,-yH :s; a (1 + p2)1/2a' Ch'H)/4eW'(l+p2)tllepI12 :s; a" Ch'H)/4C l/2 ew"(l+p2)tllepI12

for suitable a" and w". Then one can apply Proposition 4.2 to deduce that AiSfep E M 2,-y+8
and (30) for Ph +8) follows for t :s; 1, and then for large t by the semigroup property. IJ

To complete the proof of Proposition 4.3 we observe that P(O) is valid. Then, applying
Lemma 4.4 at most D' times it follows that that P(,) is valid for all, E [0, D' - 2 +2vo).
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(31)

Since M 2,DI+2// n L2 c CX' and

for a suitable a > 0, by Lemmas A.2 and A.1.V, the estimates (28) are a consequence of
the inequalities (30) for P(D' - 2 +21/) and the density of DOO(Hp ) in L 2 •

Finally, by Lemmas A.2 and A.3,

Choosing E: = t1
/

2 and I = D' - 2 + 21/ gives

for all t S 1. Using once again the semigroup property one obtains (27) for all t > 0 and
this completes the proof of Proposition 4.3. 0

We now prove Theorem 4.1 for real t.

Proposition 4.5 For all M, N, 11, f > 0, I/o E (0,1), 1/ E (0, I/o), I/~ E (0,1), 1/* E (0, I/~)

and K > 0 there exist a, b > 0 and W 2: 0 with the following properties. If J{ is the kernel of
the semigroup generated by a subelliptic operator H as in (1) with complex Loo-coefficients

such that the principal part Hp satisfies De Giorgi estimates of order 1/0 with De Giorgi

constant CDa ::; f, the operator Hp satisfies De Giorgi estimates of order I/~ with De

Giorgi constant c'Da ::; f, with IIClloo S M and with lower order coefficients Ilclloo ::; N
and IIcolloo SN, then

for all t > 0 and 9 E G. Moreover, J{t is Holder continuous and

lJ{t(k-1g; l- l h) - J{t(g; h)1

< at-DI/2ewt(( Ikl' )// + ( Ill' )//*)e-b{19h-lll)2t-l
- t 1 / 2 + Igh- 1 1' t 1/ 2 + Igh- 1 l' '

for all g, h, k, lEG and t > 0 such that Ikl' + Ill' S K t 1
/

2 + 2-1Igh-11'.

Proof Let H tl and Stl be the operator and semigroup introduced at the end of Sub
section 2.4. Since H tl has the same principal part as H the De Giorgi estimates and the
estimates of Proposition 4.3 are valid for the perturbed semigroups StlP. Thus, by the first
estimate of Proposition 4.3, there exist a,w > 0, depending only on M, N, 11, f, 1/0 and 1/

such that
II~1/2s~peplloo ::; a CD'/4ew{I+p2)t IIepl12

uniformly for ep E L 2, t > 0, pER and 'IjJ E C:;O(G) with n'l/J ::; 1. Hence

IISfepiioo = II~1/2s~p~ -1/2epIl00 S a c D'/4ew{I+p2)tll~ -1/2epI12 = a CD'/4ew{I+p2)tllepI12

for all ep E C:;O(G), by Lemma 2.9.1 and then, by density, for all ep E L2. Therefore

II SPII· < a CD'/4ew{I+p2)t
t 2......00-
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for all pER and t > 0 and, by duality,

II SP*II' ,< aCD'/4ew(J+p2)t
t 1-+2-

where Sp* denotes the L2 adjoint of SP. Since Sp* is the semigroup generated by the
subelliptic operator formally given by U_pllH*ll-l Up with H* the L 2-adjoint of Hand
since this operator has the same principal part as H* it follows that one also has estimates

IISflI1-+2 :S arD'/4ew(l+p2)t (33)

for all pER and t > O. (A rigorous deduction can be given similarly to the discussion at
the end of Subsection 2.4.) The constants a and w now depend on v; and v* instead of Vo
and v. Now (32) and (33) give

IISflI1-+00 :S /lS:/2111-+21IS:/2112-+00 :S a' C D'/2ew(J+
p
2)t

for all t > 0, 'ljJ E C;:(G) with n'l/J :S 1 and pER. Consequently, it follows from the
Dunford-Pettis theorem, [ArB], Theorem 1.3, that St has a bounded measurable kernel
K t E Loo (G x G) such that

IKt(g;h)l:S a'rD'/2 ew(l+p2)teP(1/;(g)-'l/J(h)) a.e. (g,h) E G x G (34)

for each t > 0, 'ljJ E C;:(G) with n'l/J :S 1 and pER.
The Holder estimate for Sf is established by similar reasoning beginning with the second

estimate of Proposition 4.3 applied to S6.. One obtains

Illll /2(1 - L(g))S~P<plloo :S a (!gl'tcV/2rD'/4eW(J+p2)tll<p/l2

uniformly for <p E L2, t > 0, pER, 9 E B'(1) and 'ljJ E C;:(G) with n1/; :S 1. Next one has
lll/2L(g) ll-1/2 = lll/2(g) L(g) for all 9 E G and therefore

11(1 - L(g))Sf<plloo = Illll /2(1 - L(g))Sfp ll-1/2<p - (1-ll1/2(g)) L(g) Sf<plloo

:S a (lgl'trv/2rDI/4ew(l+p2)tllll-1/2<p112 + 11 _lll/2(g)/ /lSf<plloo

for all <p E C;:(G) and 9 E B'(1). But 11 - lll/2(g)1 :S blgl' :S b(lgl'y for some b > 0,
uniformly for 9 E B'(I), since lll/2 E Coo(G). Therefore using the bounds (32) one deduces
that

11(1 - L(g))Sf<plloo :S a (lgl't rV/2rD'/4ew(1+p2)tll<p112

uniformly for <p E C;:(G), t > 0, pER, 9 E B'(I) and 'ljJ E C;:(G) with n'l/J :S 1, for some
a,w> 0, depending on M, N, Il, f, Vo, v;, v and v*. Hence, by density,

11(1 - L(g))SflI2-+00 :S a (lgl't cV/2rD'/4ew(J+p2)t (35)

for PER, t > 0 and 9 E B'(l). Then, by (32), the estimates can be extended to all 9 E G,
by possibly increasing a and w. Next remark that

Illl(l)-lL(k)SfL(1-1) - Sflli-+oo

:S 11(1 - L(k))Sf(1 -ll(lt1L(1-1 ))/li-+oo

+ 11(1 - L(k))SflI1-+00 + IISf(1 -ll(1t1L(1-1))/li-+00

:S 11(1 - L(k))S:/2112-+0011(1 - L(1))S:;*2112-+00

+ 11(1 - L(k))Sf/2112-+001I Sf;*2112-+00 + /1(1 - L(1))Sf;*2112-+001I Sf/2/12-+00
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for all k,1 E G. Since Sp* is a semigroup of the same nature as SP, but starting from H*
instead of H, the analogues of the estimates (32) and (35) also hold for SP*. But then one
has

116(1)-1L(k)S[L(1-1) - Sflli-+oo (36)

:::; a ((lkl'r1/2t(lll'r1/2t* + (l kl'r1/2t + (IlI'r1/2t*)rD'/2 ew(I+p
2
)t

for all k, 1 E G, t > 0, pER and 1/; E C;:(G) with n,p :::; 1.
Now we first specialize to the unperturbed case p = O. Denote by £ the left regular

weakly* continuous representation on Loo(G x G). Then it follows from (36) that

11(£((k, 1)) - I)Ktll oo :::; a ((lkl'r1/2t(llI'r1/2t* + (lkl'r1/2t + (IlI'r1/2t*)rD'/2

for all k,1 E G and t > O. So lim(k,/)-+(e,e) 11(£((k, 1)) - I)Ktll oo = 0 and K t belongs to the
subspace UrCb(G x G) of all bounded right uniformly continuous functions of Loo (G x G)
on which £ is strongly continuous. In particular the kernel Kt is continuous for all t > O.
But then it follows from (34) that

IKt(g; h)1 :::; a'rD'/2ew(I+p2)teP(,p(g)-,p(h))

for all g, hE G, t > 0, 1/; E C;:(G) with n,p :::; 1 and the Gaussian bounds on K follow by
minimizing these last bounds over 1/; E C;: (G) with n,p :::; 1 and pER.

We return to the Holder estimates. It follows from (36) that

Ie _p,p(k-1g) K t(k -19 ; 1-1 h) eP,p(/-l h) - e-p,p(g) K t(g ; h)eP,p(h) I

:::; a ((lkl'r1/2t(llI'r1/2t* + (lkl'r1/ 2t + (lll'r1/2t*)rD'/2ew(I+p2)t

for all g, h, k, 1 E G, t > 0 and pER. Hence

e-p(,p(g)-,p(h))IKt(k-1g; I-1h) - Kt(g; h)1

:::; a ((lkl'r1/2t(lll'r1/2t* + (lkl'r1/2t + (lll'r1/2t*)rD'/2eW(I+p2)t

+ e-p(,p(g)-,p(h)) 11 _ e_p(,p(k-1g)_,p(g)) eP(,p(/-l h)-,p(h)) I . IKt(k-19 ; 1-1 h) I

for all g, h, k, 1 E G, t > 0 and pER. But, minimizing over 1/;, one obtains with the
Gaussian bounds (31)

IKt(k-1g; I-1h) - Kt(g; h)1

:::; a ((lkl'r1/2t(lll'r1/2t* +(lkl'r1/2t + (lll'r1/2t*)rD'/2eW(I+p2)te-\pllgh-ll'

+ a Ipl (Ikl' + Ill')elpl(lkl'+11I')rD'/2ew'te-b(lk-lgh-l/I')2t-l

and choosing p = (2wtt1Igh-1I' one finds

IKt(k- 1g; I-1h) - Kt(g; h)1

:::; a ((lkl'r1/2t(lll'r1/2t* + (lkl'r1/2t + (IlI'r1/2t*)rD'/2ewte-c(lgh-ll')2t-l

+ a' Igh-II' r 1/2(Ikl' + Ill') r 1/2e2ct- 1Igh-1I' (l k l'+IlI')rD'/2ew'te-b(lk-lgh-l/I')2t-l
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where we have set c = (4wt 1 . Then c :::; b. Moreover, by increasing w one can get c as
small as one desires.

But

for all £ > o. Therefore

r 1/2(t1/2+ Igh-11') = 1 + Igh-11'r1/2:::; (1 + ae)ee(lgh-1I')2C1

and hence
r 1/ 2 < (1 +a ) 1 ee(lgh-1I')2C1

- e t1/2 + Igh-11'

Next, fix A > 0 and suppose that Ikl' +Ill' :::; K t 1/2+ Algh-11'. Then

(Ikl' + Ill') r 1/2

< (1 +a) Ikl' + Ill' ee(lgh-1I')2t-1
- e t1/2 + Igh-11'

(( Ikl' ) II ( Ill' )11*) e(lgh-1I')2t-1
:::; (1 + ae )(l + K + A) t 1 / 2 + Igh-11' + t1/2+ Igh-11' e ,

(lkl'r1/2)1I+ (1 11'r1/2)1I* < (l+a )(( Ikl' )11 + ( Ill' )1I*)ee(lgh-1I')2t-1
- e t1/2 + Igh-11' t1/2 + Igh-11'

and

Moreover,

e2ct-llgh-II'(Ikl'+111') :::; e2ct-llgh-II' (,d1 /2+,\lgh -II') :::; e(2c,\+eHigh -11')2 t- 1 ec2 ",,2e-1

Also, one has (lgh-11')2 :::; (lk-1gh-1ll' + Ikl' + 11I')2 :::; (lk-1gh-1ll' + K t 1/2+ Algh-11')2 :::;
(2 + £ )(lk-1gh-1ll,)2 + (2 + £ )A2(lgh-11')2 + beK 2t for any £ > 0, for some be > o. Therefore

e(2+e) -1 (1-(2+e),\2)b(lgh-1I')2t-1 :::; eb( Ik-1gh-11I')2 t-1 e(2+e)-1 bb. ",,2

and hence

Combination of these estimates, with £ small, w large and A < 2-1 / 2 then yields bounds
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with redefined values of a, band w, whenever Ikl' + Ill' ~ K, t l
/

2 +>'Igh-II'. o
At this stage we have the ingredients to prove the theorem of this section.

Proof of Theorem 4.1 Let 0 E (0,00 ), Then the ellipticity constant Ilt of the rotated
operator eiq,H is bounded below by a positive constant, uniformly for all <P E [-0,0], by the
estimates of Subsection 2.4. Set Il = inf{llt : <P E [-O,O]} > O. Moreover, set M = IIClloo
and N = l\clloo + IIcolloo. Then for all <P E [-0,0] and n E N the rotated regularized
operator (eiq,H)n = eiq,Hn satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 4.5. Then the bounds
of Theorem 4.1 for real z for the operator eiq,H instead of H follow by an application
of Proposition 4.5, uniformly for all <P E [-0,0]. But Ktei<P is the kernel of the operator

i<pe-t(e H) and Theorem 4.1 has been proved completely. 0

5 Low-dimensional groups

The results of Theorem 1.1 are valid for groups of arbitrary dimension but the conclusions
can be strengthened if the dimension of the group is one or two. This has been discussed
in detail by Auscher, McIntosh and Tchamitchian [AMT1] for the groups Rand R 2

• In
particular they have shown in these cases that Theorem 1.1 holds with no continuity, or
reality, of the principal coefficients. Their methods for R 2 also apply to all one-, and two-,
dimensional Lie groups with similar conclusions, [EIRS]. But it is also shown in [AMT1]
that for R the kernel is Holder continuous with Holder exponent equal to one. The only
Lie group not covered by these and previous results is the torus T. This group is contained
in our last result.

Theorem 5.1 Assume G is one-dimensional and let H be a (strongly elliptic) operator of
the form (1) with coefficients in L oo . Then the Gaussian bounds for the semigroup kernel
given in Theorem 1.1 are valid and the Holder continuity bounds hold for all v E (0,1].

Proof If G = R the theorem is a consequence of [AMT1] Theorem 2.36. Now if G = T
the scaling argument used in the proof in [AMT1] breaks down but the final result can be
deduced from the statement for R as follows.

Identify T = R/27rZ, let 7r: R --+ T be the quotient map and write x = 7r(x) for all
x E R. Normalize Haar measure on T by ITI = 1 and Haar measure on R by 1[0, 27r]1 = 27r.
Take the usual basis in the Lie algebras of Rand T. Moreover, for any function cp: T --+ C
define cjJ: R --+ C by cjJ = cp 0 7r.

We may, by Propositions 2.7 and 2.7, assume that the coefficients ell, Cll c~, Co are
smooth functions on T and prove bounds independent of the smoothness of the coefficients.
Define H on Lp(R) by

H = -AI CII Al + C1 Al + Al c~ +Co 1

Then for all cp E COO(T) one has (HcjJ)(x) = (Hcpr(x) on Loo(R). Let S be the semigroup
generated by H. Since H commutes with translations over 27r, the same is valid for S. Let
Kt be the kernel of the operator St. Then Kt (x + 27r ; y + 27r) = Kt(x ; y) for all x, y E R.
It follows from the G = R case that there exist a, b, K, > 0 and w ~ 0 such that

IKt(x; y)1 ~ a rI/2ewte-b\x-yI2Cl
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and

IKt(x - k;y - 1) - Kt(x; y)1 :::; a r 1/ 2ewt Ck~02111) e-blx-yI2t-l (37)

for all x, y, k, 1E Rand t > 0 with Ikl + III :::; K t1
/

2 +2- 1 1x - yl. The Jacobi identity states

1r1/ 2r 1/ 2 L e-(x-21rm)2(4t)-1 = Mt(x)
mEZ

for all t > 0 and x E R, where M t is the kernel of the Laplacian on T (see [SeD] Satz
1.10.4) and hence one can define K( TxT -7 C by

Kt(x;y) = L Kt(X+ 21rm iY)
mEZ

for all x,y E Rand t > O. Then

for all x, y E Rand t > O. So K t satisfies Gaussian bounds independent of the smoothness
of the coefficients. Therefore one can define St: Lp(T) -7 Lp(T) by

Then (St<P)(x) = (Step)(x) for all <P E COO(T), t > 0 and x E R. Hence S is a continuous
semigroup on T by an application of [SeD] Satz 11.6.1. Since

it follows that S is the semigroup generated by Hand K is its kernel.
Finally, let e,"l,8,A E T and t > 0 and suppose that 181+IAI:::; Kt

1
/
2 +2-1 Ie-"l1 where

I. I denotes the modulus on T. There exist k,l E R such that k = K, i = A, 181 = Ikl and
IAI = Ill· Let x, y E R be such that x = eand y = "l. Then the bounds (37) give the
estimates

IKt(e - 8; "l- A) - Kt(e; "l)1 :::; L IKt(x + 21rm - k; y -1) - Kt(x + 21rm i y)1
mEZ

The proof of the theorem is complete.

6 Concluding remarks

D

In Theorem 1.1 we proved that an operator constructed with right uniformly continuous
coefficients and the infinitesimal generators, Ai = dL( ai), with respect to the left regular
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representation in the L 2-space constructed with left Haar measure on G, generates a
semigroup which has a kernel with Gaussian bounds, expressed with respect to the modulus
associated with a right invariant metric on G. So there are four choices of left and right
and sixteen possibilities. But we argue next that an analogue of Theorem 1.1 is valid in
eight of the sixteen possible cases. The remaining combinations are still an open problem.

First, the modulus associated with the right invariant metric determined by the al
gebraic basis equals the modulus associated with the left invariant metric, so there is no
ambiguity about the modulus.

Secondly, replacing left Haar measure with right Haar measure introduces modular
functions as explained at the end of Subsection 2.4. But effectively one obtains an operator
with the same principal part but different lower order terms. Hence, by a density argument,
the theorem remains valid with respect to right Haar measure. Similarly a statement with
left Haar measure follows from one with right Haar measure.

So Theorem 1.1 is valid with the generators Ai = dL(ad and right uniformly continuous
coefficients on the L2-spaces with respect to left or right Haar measure. But the map
9 f--+ g-l from G onto G induces a unitary map from L2 onto L2 which transforms dL( ai)
into dR( ai) and operators with right uniformly continuous coefficients into operators with
left uniformly continuous coefficients. So there is also a version of Theorem 1.1 with
generators dR( ai) and operators with left uniformly continuous coefficients on the L2 

spaces with respect to either left or right Haar measure.
It is an open problem whether there is a version of Theorem 1.1 with generators dL( ai)

and operators with left uniformly continuous coefficients.
Finally we remark that the bounds of Theorem 1.1, which have been established in

each subsector of A(()e), can be extended to the subsectors of A(()2) with ()2 the angle of
holomorphy of the semigroup S on L2• The extension of the kernel bounds is an application
of the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem as in [Dav], Theorem 3.4.8. Moreover, the angle ()2 is
equal to the angle of holomorphy of the semigroup S on Lp , for any p E [1,00] (see [ArE],
Section 5).

A similar argument allows one to extend the Holder continuity bounds. If ()2 > ()e
then these arguments improve the bounds of Theorem 1.1 but at the cost of losing some
uniformity. The argument of Davies uses a priori bounds IIS:112->2 :::; Mew1zl for all z E

A(()2)' These follow from general semigroup theory but then the dependence of M and w

on the coefficients of H is unclear.
Although the angle ()2 is potentially larger than ()e it is an open question whether they

are equal.

A Morrey-Campanato spaces on Lie groups

The aim of this appendix is to discuss Morrey-Campanato spaces on Lie groups.
Let d'(g; h) be the right invariant distance between two elements g, hE G, associated

with an algebraic basis al, ... , ad' of the Lie algebra 9 of G. Set B'(g; r) = {h E G :
d'(g;h) < r} and B'(r) = B'(e;r). Then translation invariance implies that B'(g;r) =

B'(r) g. Let D' be the local dimension of the balls, i.e., the integer for which there exists
a c ~ 1 such that
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uniformly for all 1 E (0,2], with IAI the (left) Haar measure of the measurable set A. Then

.6.(g) C-
1

I
D' ~ IB' (g i I) I ~ .6.(g) C I

D'

for all 9 E G and 1 E (0,2], where .6. denotes the modular function on G. Therefore G has
the local doubling property:

IB'(g i 2/)1 ~ C IB'(g i 1)1

for some C > 0, uniformly for all 9 E G and 0<1 ~ 1.
Next for I E [0, D'] define II . IIM2,"1: L1,loc ---+ [0,00] by

( )

1/2

IlcpIIM2,"1 = sup sup I--Y ( dh Icp(h)12 ,
gEG rE(O,1] JBI(g;r)

and introduce the Morrey space M2,-y by M2,-y = {cp E L1,loc : IlcpIIM2,"1 < oo}. Then M2,-y

is a Banach space. For I E [0, D' + 2] and 9 E G define II . II M2,"1: L1,loc ---+ [0,00] by

( )

1/2

IlcpllMg = sup I--Y ( dh Icp(h) - (CP)g,rI 2
,

2,"1 rE(O,1] JBI(g;r)

and II . IIM~,"1: L1,loc ---+ [0,00] by

( )

1/2

IlcpIIM2,"1 = sup IlcpllMg = sup sup I--Y ( dh Icp(h) - (CP)g,rI 2

gEG 2,"1 gEG rE(O,1] JB'(g;r)

Introduce the Campanato space M 2,-y by M 2,-y = {cp E L1,loc : IlcpIIM2,"1 < oo}, where
(CP)g,r denotes the mean value of cp over B'(g i I). Then L2 n M 2,-y is a Banach space

with respect to the norm cp = IIcpl12 + IlcpIIM2,"1' Note that ,\ ~ fBI(g;r) Icp - ,\12 attains its
minimum at (CP)g,r, so the function 1 ~ fBI(g;r) Icp - (CP)g,rI 2 is increasing.

Next define the local Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mcp: G ---+ [0,00] for

each cp E L1,loc by

(Mcp)(g) = sup IB'(9ir)I-1 ( dhlcp(h)l.
rE(O,1] JBI(g;r)

Then Mcp is a measurable function and M is sublinear and bounded on Loo . Moreover,
M satisfies a weak (1, I)-estimate. This follows by the arguments of Stein [Ste], §§I.1.3
1.1.7. The important fact in the covering lemma is the local doubling property. Since
the continuous functions with compact support are dense in L 1 , by regularity of the Haar
measure, one can argue as in [Ste], Corollary 1.1, that

lim(cp)g r = cp(g)
r->O '

(38)

for almost every 9 E G, if cp E L1 ,loc'

Finally, define II . II~: L1,loc ---+ [0,00] by Ilcpll~ = 11.6.1/
2cplloo and for 1/ E (0,1) define

111'lllc~/:C(G) ---+ [0,00] by

IlIcplllc~1 = sup (lg!'t lJ ll.6.1
/
2(I - L(g))cplloo .

e#gEB'(1)

Then introduce the spaces L~ = {cp E L1,loc : Ilcpll~ < oo} and CX' = {cp E C(G)

IlIcplllc~1 < oo}.
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Lemma A.I

I. If 0 ~ /1 ~ /2 ~ D' then M2(YI 2 M2,'Y2'

II. If 0 ~ /1 ~ /2 ~ D' + 2 then M 2,'YI 2 M 2,'Y2'

III. If 0 ~ / < D' then L2n M2,'Y = L2n M 2m with equivalent norms.

IV. M2,DI = L~) with equivalent norms.

V. If D' < / < D' +2 then L2n M 2,'Y = L2n cl'Y-D1
)/2,. Moreover) there exists a c > 0

such that 111<plllct-D1)/21 ~ c(II<pIIM2'"1 + 1/<pll2) and 11<pIIM2'"1 ~ clll<plllc~"1-DI)/21! for

all <P E L2 n M 2,'Y'

Proof The first two statements are trivial. The "~" part of the third one is also trivial
and the other direction follows as in [Gia2], Proposition 3.2, if G is unimodular. But there
is a complication in the non-unimodular case. In [Gia2] one uses the fact that IB'(g; r) I
behaves like c rD' , with c independent of g. But this valid if, and only if, the group is
unimodular. Nevertheless the inclusions are a consequence of translation invariance by the
following arguments. It follows from [Gia2] pp. 40-41 that there exists a c > 0 such that

r-'Y f 1<p12 ~ cr-'Y f l<p - (<P)rI 2+ crD'-'Y f 1<p12 +c11<plltte (39)
JBI(r) JBI(r) JBI(I) 2,"1

uniformly for all r E (0,2-1] and <P E L2 n M 2,'Y' where (<P)r = (<P)e,r' But fBI(g;r) 1<p12 =
~(g) fB'(r) IR(g)<p12, (<p)g,r = (R(g)<P)r and similarly

f 1<p-(<p)g,rI2=~(g) f IR(g)<p-(R(g)<P)rI 2
JBI(g;r) JBI(r)

for all 9 E G, where (R(g)<p)(h) = <p(hg). SO

11<pIIM9 = ~1/2(g) IIR(g)<pIIMe (40)
2,~ 2,~

for all 9 E G. Therefore one can use (39) and cancel the ~(g) on both sides to deduce that

r-'Y f 1<p12 ~ cr-'Y f l<p - (<p)g,rI 2+crD'-'Y f 1<p12 + C 11<pIIM~
JB'(g;r) JB'(g;r) JBI(9;1) ,"1

for the same constant c, uniformly for all 9 E G, r E (0,2-1] and <p E L2 n M 2 ,'Y' From
this the inclusion "2" in Statement III follows.

Next, for all <p E L1,loc and r E (0,1] one has by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and
the volume estimates

1(<P)rl ~ (IB'(r)I-1 f 1<p12)1/2
JBI(r)

~ (cr-D1 f ~1~_1/2<p12)1/2 ~ (c'r-D1 f 1~_1/2cpI2)1/2,
~I~) ~I~)

where c' = c sUPhEBI(I) ~(h). Hence for all 9 E G one has

1(<p)grI 2 = I(R(g)<P)rI 2 ~ c'r-D' f 1~-1/2R(g)<p12
, JBI(r)

= c'r-D' f ~(g)IR(g)(~-1/2cp) 12
JBI(r)

= c'r-D' f I~ -1/2<p\2 ~ C' II~-1/2<pllt: I
JB'(g;r) 2,D
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So Ilcpll~ ~ c' II~ -1/2cpllt-
2

D' by (38) and M 2 ,DI is continuously embedded in L~. Con-
versely, one has '

{ I~ -1/2cpI2 = ~(g) ( R(g) I~ -1/2cpI2 = ( I~-1/2R(g) cpl2
JBI(g;r) JBI(r) JBI(r)

~ c' ( IR(g) cpl2 :::; c' crD11IR(g) cpll~ = c' crDlllcpll~
JBI(r)

for all cp E Loo , 9 E G and r E (0,1]. Therefore L~ is continuously embedded in M 2,DI and
Statement IV follows.

Finally we prove Statement V. First it follows from [Gial], inequality (1.8) of Chapter
III, that M 2 ,1' C C(G) and there exists a c > 0 such that

uniformly for all cp E M 2 ,1' and r E (0,2-1 ]. Hence by (40) it follows that

and

1(~1/2cp)(g)l:::;crb- D1)/21IcpIIMg + ~1/2(g) IB'(gjr)I-11 ( cp I

2,"( JBI(g;r)

:::; crb- D1)/21Icp IIMg +~1/2(g) IB' (g j r) 1-1/2( ( Icp12) 1/2
2,"( JBI(g;r)

( )
1/2

= crb- D1)/21IcpllMg + IB'(r)I-1/2 ( Icpl2
2,"( JBI(g;r)

:::; crb- D1)/21IcpIIM2 ,"( + IB'(r)I-1/21IcpI12

uniformly for all 9 E G and r E (0,2-1 ]. So

(41)

for all cp E L 2 n M 2 ,1' and r E (0,2-1
]. Taking r = 2-1 one then deduces that there exists

a c > 0 such that
(42)

uniformly for all cp E L2 n M 2 ,1'.

Secondly, it follows as in the proof of [Gia2], Theorem 3.1, that there exists a c > 0
such that

uniformly for all cp E L2 n M 2 ,1' and 9 E B'(2-1 ). So by translation, using (40), one
establishes that

1((1 - L(g))cp)(h)1 = 1((1 - L(g))R(h)cp)(e)1

~ c~-1/2(h) (lgl')b-D')/2(llcpIIMh + IlcpIIMg-1h)
2,"1 2,"Y
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for all h E G and 9 E B'(2-1 ). So

(lgl')-(-y-D')/211~1/2(I - L(g))'Plloo ~ 211'PIIM2,"f

uniformly for all 'P E L2 n M 2 ,-y and 9 E B'(2-1 ). We next remove the restriction Igl' ~
2-1. Since 11~1/2(I - L(g))'Plloo ~ 1I~1/2'Plloo + 11~1/2L(g)'Plioo and 1(~1/2L(g)'P)(h)1 
~1/2(g)I(~1/2'P)(g-lh)1 ~ ~1/2(g)II~1/2'Plloo for all g,h E G one has

11~1/2(I - L(g))'Plloo ~ (1 + ~1/2(g))11~1/2'Plloo ~ c(1 + ~1/2(g))(II'PIIM2,"f + 11'P112)

by an application of (42). But ~1/2 is bounded on B'(1) so it follows that L2 n M 2,-y is
continuously embedded in Cl-y-D

1
)/2,.

Conversely, let 'P E Cl-y-D')/2,. Then for all 9 E G and r E (0,1] one has

(1 )1/2 ( ) 1/2
I'P - ('P)9,rI 2 ~ IB'(g; r)I-1/2 f dh f dk 1'P(h) - 'P(k)1 2

B'(9;r) JB'(9;r) JB'(9;r)

( )
1/2

= (~(g) IB'(r)I)-1/2 ~2(g) f dh f dk 1'P(hg) - 'P(kg)1 2
JBI(r) JBI(r)

( )
1/2

=IB'(r)I-1/2 f dh f dkl(~1/2(g)('P(hg)-'P(kg))12
JBI(r) JB'(r)

< c1/ 2r-D'/2. 2rD1+(-y-D')/211IU"J111 I- r C("(-D }/2,
A

by the volume estimate. SO 11'PIIM2 ~ 2c1/2111'Plllc("f-DI}/2n from which Statement V
,"f A

follows. D

There is one relation between Morrey spaces, Campanato spaces and derivatives which
is useful and fundamental. Recall Ai = dL(ai) and L~;l = nt~l D(Ai).

Lemma A.2 If °~ I < D' then there exists an a > °such that 'P E M 2,-y+8 for all
'P E L~;l with Ai'P E M2,-y for all i E {1, ... , d'}, and

11'PIIM2'''f+6 ~ a(62-51IV''PIIM2,''f +6-(-Y+8) 11'P112)

uniformly for all 8 E (0,2] and 6 E (0,1].

Proof Let RN and CN be the constants occurring in the Neumann-type Poincare inequal
ity (10). Then

r-(-Y+8) f I'P - ('P)9,rI 2 ~ cNr2- 5r--Y f IV''P1 2 ~ CN62(2-5)IIV''P11~2
JB'(9;r) JB'(9;r) ,"f

for all r E (0,62RN ] and 9 E G. Alternatively,

if r E [62RN , 1]. The lemma follows.

There is an interpolation property for L~ and the higher Campanato spaces.
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Lemma A.3 If D' < I < D' +2 then there exists a c > 0 such that

for all 'P E L 2 n M 2 ,"Y and c E (0,1].

Proof This follows immediately from (41) and the volume estimates on the balls. 0
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